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Posted February 3, 2005  Report post

One of the things that always irked me about tecmo was the lack of
music while navigating through the menus, shedules, standing etc.
I'm not sure if anyone else has found this before, but I �gured
I'd post it here for anyone who does not know how to add music to
menu items.
Let's say you wanted to add the hidden song (sound 32 from the
sound test) to the main menu of the game when you start.
goto offset 0X01E152 you'll �nd:
8E 06 54 45 41 4D 20 54 45 41 4D
THIS COORESPONDS TO:
<8E - DRAW> TEAM DATA
to play the hidden song I moved the
8E 06 forward 2 spots, replacing the TE in "TEAN DATA"
and replaced it with: F3 33
F3 - play sound command
33 - the sound number.
I also replaced the left over "EM DATA"
with just "DATA" followed by a few spaces
hex 20.
You can also use this to add sounds to other menu items in the game.
The downside is you have to toss out 2 bytes of data to do it.
here's a list of hex values for some of the songs I've found.
45 - SUPERBOWL CREDIT SONG
44 - SUPERBOWL CHAMP SONG
43 - PRESEASON PLAYER 1
42 - PRESEASON PLAYER 2
41 - SEASON PLAYER 1
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40 - SEASON PLAYER 2
3F - PLAYOFF Player 1
3E - PLAYOFF Player 2
3D - PRO BOWL Player 1
3C - PRO BOWL player 2
3B - "READY"
3A - ON THE FIELD - �rst song the rom plays
39 - "READY" EXTENDED version
32 - STANDINGS MUSIC
31 - CHAMP MUSIC
Bas.
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Posted June 6, 2006  Report post

how in the hell was this your �rst and only post on this board and not one person made a
comment about how friggin sweet this information is?
Total props dude, unless someone else just told you how to do this. In that case, props to
that dude c/o Bas.
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I can't condone that type of conduct... but fortunately I do have some singles.  

ImFlo
Tecmo Legend
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Posted June 6, 2006  Report post

Can you have it say the "hut hut hut" in the menus, or some of the menus?
I think that would be pretty sweet. It would be annoying if I was new to the sound, but I know
all of us here have heard it too many times. For me it has gone from annoying, to pleasant
background noise.
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Posted October 22, 2014  Report post

i can't �nd one so i'll post a list of all the hex values for sounds that can be inserted into this
location and to the in-game music via the locations found here
(http://tecmobowl.org/topic/3961-change-tecmo-in-game-music/).  there are 2 sounds i
haven't labeled because for the life of me i can't remember where they are.  they sound
familiar but i can't place them out of context.

 

01 nothing

02 nothing

03 "ready"

04 "down"

05 "hut"

06 "touchdown"

07 throw 

08 throw 2

09 kick

0a nothing

0b bounce

0c whistle

0d bounce 2

0e 2 minute warning



0f last seconds ticking

10 nothing

11 gunshot

12 FG �ub

13 press start

14 coin toss option

15 coin toss select

16 schedule select

17 hit

18 nothing

19 punt/jump cutscene

1a TD crowd

1b crowd

1c XP made crowd

1d play select

1e pb menu select

1f nothing

20 kickoff cutscene

21 TD music

22 safety

23 touchback

24 interception

25 change side

26 �rst down



27  

28 made FG

29 missed FG

2a nothing

2b injured

2c end of quarter

2d halftime

2e chains measure

2f end of game

30 going to SB

31 division champs

32 hidden coolness

33 standings

34 injury return

35  

36 sack

37 fumble

38 nothing

39 intro song

3a pre-intro song

3b intro song

3c in-game, probowl P2

3d in-game, probowl P1

3e in-game, playoff P2



3f in-game, playoff P1

40 in-game, season P2

41 in-game, season P1

42 in-game, preseason P2

43 in-game, preseason P1

44 SB winner

45 SB credits
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WTF champs: 1993, 2011, 2015
Retro champs: 1975
animated championship gifs 
Rick & Roll
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Posted October 23, 2014  Report post

35 is touchdown music

21 is coin �ip music

26 is side 1 �rst down

27 is side 2 �rst down
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buck and bruddog reacted to this
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bruddog and buck reacted to this



 
"You fail all of the time. But you aren't a failure until you start blaming someone else" - Bum
Phillips

bruddog
Down with button mashing
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Posted September 8, 2016  Report post

Just an update. 
0x01 stops the current song playing
0x02 fades out the current song playing. 
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